The Research

For several decades, researchers have documented the effects of tracking students into segregated classrooms according to perceived ability or achievement. Whether known as tracking, sorting, streaming, or ability grouping, an expansive body of literature conclusively shows tracking has been harmful, inequitable, and an unsupportable practice.\(^1\) Initially touted as a way of tailoring instruction to the diverse needs of students, tracking has instead become a way to stratify opportunities to learn, limiting the more beneficial opportunities to high-track students and thereby denying these benefits to lower-tracked students. This generally plays out in a discriminatory way, segregating students by race and socio-economic status.\(^2\) In his 2012 meta-analysis of the vast body of tracking research, John Hattie incorporated 500 studies. Also incorporating the findings of 14 earlier meta-analyses, he found that tracking has “minimal effects on learning outcomes and profound negative equity effects.”\(^3\)

These harms likely arise from a combination of predictable elements. Low-track classes tend to have watered-down curriculum, less-experienced teachers, lowered expectations, more discipline problems, and less-engaging lessons.\(^4\) When high-quality, enriched
curriculum is provided to all students, the effect is to benefit both high-achieving and low-achieving students.⁵

Successful heterogeneous ("untracked" or "detracked") grouping is found in US schools and abroad. Most notably, top-scoring Finland has long used heterogeneous grouping as a way to promote high achievement among all its students. The Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) report explained, “In countries where 15-year-olds are divided into more tracks based on their abilities, overall performance is not enhanced, and the younger the age at which selection for such tracks first occurs, the greater the differences in student performance, by socio-economic background, by age 15, without improved overall performance.”⁶ Finland, in addition to having overall high scores, had the smallest achievement gap of participating nations in 2003.⁷

**Tracking Remains Pervasive**

Despite incontrovertible evidence demonstrating the harms of tracking, the resistance to eliminating tracking is substantial. Rarely couched in the express language of race or class differences, arguments for tracking are generally made on the grounds that it assures high-track courses will not have a diluted curriculum and that meritocracy will be preserved. Yet the preservation of privilege is almost always the subtext.

At the community level, the resistance is generally from “high-track” teachers and parents who believe that they have benefited from a tracked system. The teachers assigned to high-track classes tend to be more experienced and therefore can exercise more power. The parents who are able to secure high-track placement for their children are disproportionately likely to be white, well-educated and politically vocal and therefore similarly able to pressure schools to keep higher-track classes for their children – apart from students of lower wealth, students of color, or both. Alliances between high-track teachers and parents are often formed to protect tracking or fend off de-tracking.⁸

At the policy level, some policy advocates campaign to rehabilitate the idea that tracking can be beneficial. These efforts have not gone unchallenged by researchers.⁹

**Recommendations**

The following policy recommendations are drawn from Burris, Welner and Bezoza.¹⁰ Greater elaboration on these recommendations, plus companion statutory, language can be found in that earlier brief (here).

Given the clearly documented negative effects of tracking, curricular tracks that separate students by race, socio-economic status or assumptions about their learning ability should be eliminated. In moving toward this goal, specific policy steps are recommended:

- State policies should require schools and districts to identify and describe tracks and to communicate placement policies to state departments of education and to the communities they serve.
• States and non-profit organizations should connect educators with researchers to advance best practices in serving heterogeneous populations.

• States, districts and schools should communicate to the public the rationale for eliminating curricular stratification.

• Districts and schools should phase out curricular stratification, starting with the lowest track.

• Districts and schools should allow open enrollment in advanced placement and international baccalaureate courses.

• Districts and schools should provide sustained professional development so teachers are prepared to successfully instruct all learners in heterogeneous classrooms.

• Districts and schools should listen to all parents, including those who don’t readily speak out.
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